CALL FOR PAPERS

London and Londoners, 1500-1720

An in-person conference hosted by the Centre for Renaissance and Early Modern Studies at the University of York

8th September 2022

Keynote talks by Professor Vanessa Harding and Professor Laura Gowing

Scholars are continually finding interest and enjoyment in the study of England’s metropolis. To misquote Samuel Johnson, ‘When an academic is tired of London, they are tired of life; for there is in London all that life can afford’. Though scholarship has been written on London for generations, the city still draws in the researcher. Each new construction alters our perspective, whether that be using new sources, applying different methodologies, reframing old questions, or asking new ones. This conference provides a chance to re-evaluate past understandings and take stock of the landscape around us as it is now.

In 2004, Vanessa Harding discussed some of the then current key themes to emerge within the scholarship of early modern London.¹ ‘Religion, space, and the moral community of London’ were marked as salient in the recent historiography but also ‘health, demography, poverty and poor relief, sexuality, crime and policing, governance, politics’. According to Harding, ‘the big questions of ten or fifteen years ago have been replaced by a diversity of approaches, and, while one cannot predict the future of London’s historiography, it promises to be interesting’. Slightly more than fifteen years on, this conference seeks to examine how that future has transpired. We feel that current scholarly interest especially lies in race, gender, sexuality, dis/ability, as well as the geographical and digital ‘turns’. This conference is also drawn to new perspectives on older questions of class, community, and identity. Encouraging work from across disciplines including history, literature, history of art and archaeology. As well as those listed above, topics could include, but are not limited to:

- Women, gender, sexuality
- Institutions
- Place, space, and the built environment
- Civic culture and identity
- Family and community
- Trade and work

We invite PhD researchers, ECRs, and established scholars to submit proposals for an individual 15-minute paper, or for joint panels. We especially welcome proposals from scholars under-represented within the academy. Please send a 250-word abstract and a 200-word bio to Jess Ayres and Joe Saunders londonandlondoners@gmail.co.uk by 16th May 2022. Tweet us using #EMLondonConf

With generous support from the Centre for Renaissance and Early Modern Studies
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